WHEN ELECTRIC SHOCK CAN MEAN LIFE - IMPLANTABLE CARdioverter DEFIbrillator AND ITS EFFECT: A CASE REPORT
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Sudden cardiac death (SCD) caused by ventricular fibrillation (VF) remains a major cause of mortality in the Western world. The majority of VF and cardiac arrest occur outside the hospital. Implantation of an ICD is strongly supported by evidence from many randomized trials for the primary and secondary prevention of sudden cardiac death. Current ICDs have multiple features to enhance diagnostics, minimize unnecessary pacing, conserve energy use, and deliver pain-free therapy such as anti-tachycardia pacing (ATP). The most important of above-mentioned features remains the ability of pacemaker to recognize a life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia and terminate it with shock. The benefit and significance of an ICD shock are dependent on the type of heart disease, and the presence of structural heart disease. These concepts are illustrated in a brief overview of ICD trials in patients with ischemic and non-ischemic heart disease. We present a patient with dilated cardiomyopathy and a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) who had an ICD implanted 1 year ago, as a primary prevention of SCD. The patient was admitted to the Clinic for cardiovascular diseases after a brief loss of consciousness. The electrical control of the device showed that a VF suddenly occurred and was successfully interrupted by a shock as a type of ICD-based therapy.
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Introduction

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) due to ventricular fibrillation (VF) remains a major cause of mortality in the Western world. The majority of VF and cardiac arrest occur outside of the hospital. Implantation of an ICD is strongly supported by the evidence from many randomized trials for the primary and secondary prevention of SCD. In these high-risk patients from industrialized countries, coronary artery disease is the most common cause of left ventricular dysfunction and heart failure (1, 2).

Ventricular fibrillation occurs when an electrical wave-break induces re-entry which results in the propagation of new wave-breaks. Tissue heterogeneity in patients with underlying cardiomyopathy results in a predisposition to wave-break, reentry and ultimately to VF. These wandering wavelets of VF are generally self-sustaining once they are initiated (3). There have been significant advances in the technology required for defibrillation of VF. However, less is known about the basic underlying mechanism of defibrillation. Contemporary theories about the mechanisms of electrical shock that terminates VF are similar. These theories are broadly defined as "critical mass", "the upper limit of vulnerability", "progressive depolarization", and "virtual electrode depolarization". The theories underscore the two most important components of an ICD shock. First, the shock must successfully terminate the arrhythmias. Second, the ICD shock must not restart the arrhythmia in the mentioned process.

Current ICDs have multiple features to enhance diagnostics, minimize unnecessary pacing, conserve energy use, and deliver pain-free therapy such as anti-tachycardia pacing (ATP). Of all of these features, the most important remains the ability to recognize a life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia...
and terminate it with a shock. The benefit and significance of an ICD shock are dependent on the type of heart disease, and on the presence of structural heart disease. These concepts are illustrated in a brief overview of ICD trials in patients with ischemic and nonischemic heart disease (4).

Case report

A 62 year-old patient was admitted to the Clinic for Cardiovascular Diseases, Clinical Centre Niš, due to a short-term loss of consciousness. The patient had an ICD implanted 1 year ago due to dilated cardiomyopathy with LVEF 25%. During the PM implantation procedure, coronarography was also performed. The patient had normal coronary arteries, and therefore, ischemic heart disease was excluded as a cause of heart failure. On the 24-hour ECG Holter prior to pacemaker implantation, malignant arrhythmias were verified: frequent ventricular extrasystoles, couplets, and non sustained VT. Laboratory analyses did not indicate a myocardial inflammatory process. According to these findings, as part of the primary prevention of sudden cardiac death, the implantation of ICD pacemaker was performed. The patient came now due to the sudden loss of consciousness and electric shock caused by the current generated by the ICD. At the admission patient was conscious, oriented, blood pressure 110/70 mmHg, on the ECG sinus rhythm was recorded, and heart rate 78 beats per minute, without rhythm and conduction disturbances, without changes in the ST segment. Echocardiography finding showed a globally reduced contractile function, LVEF 25%, without regional wall motion abnormalities. An emergency electrical control of the implanted ICD was performed. It showed that the detection and therapy of VF were successfully performed. Registered VF was 37 seconds in duration, heart rate was 227 bpm, and it was successfully resolved by the first delivered electrical shock with 34J (Figure 1 and 2). Cardiospecific enzymes were at the upper limit - 0.040 ng/mL. This was caused by the minimal myocardial necrosis due to electrical shock. After successful electrical control of the device (ICD control), we changed drug therapy. We introduced Amiodarone as an antiarrhythmic, as part of secondary prevention now, and the patient was discharged from our clinic.

Figure 1. Start of VF recorded on intracardial ECG
Discussion

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) are devices that are designed primarily for the therapy of life-threatening heart rhythm disorders. In cooperation with electrical engineers, Mirovski started the project of creating an implantable device in 1980. The purpose of those devices was the ability to recognize and to stop the heart rhythm disorders, whose outcome could lead to SCD. In the period from 1980 to 1985, the device was called the Automatic Implantable Defibrillator and in 1985 its use was approved by the FDA. In Serbia, the first device with that purpose was implanted by Prof. Dr. Milan Bane Djordjevic in 1986 at the Clinical Center of Serbia. Today, modern ICD devices are very similar to standard bradycardic pacemakers regarding the size and purpose. They use a lithium-vanadium battery due to the reliability of the energy source and the need to deliver a higher amount of energy over a short period of time.

For earlier defibrillators, we used epicardial patch electrodes and that required operation with a thoracotomy approach. Today the implantation of the pacemaker’s electrode is performed endovasally, practically as well as for standard anti-bradycardia pacemakers.

Detection of heart rhythm disorders is a specific and basic function of ICD. This detection is based on cardiac rhythm, frequency, but requires individual programming, practically for every patient. The detection criteria in ICD evolved as much as therapeutic. Initially, the only detection criterion was
the number of detected R-R intervals, however, today complex detection algorithms were designed. Those detection algorithms prevent un-detection of VT and VF, false detection of VT/VF (instead of atrial arrhythmias or sinus tachycardia). The greatest advancement in technology was the introduction of a gradual tiered therapy which implies that the detected VT is treated with the least aggressive therapy, with the antitachycardic burst stimulation of the different duration of the V-V stimulus. After a series of progressively more aggressive ATP options, synchronous cardioversion with lower power is applied, and finally defibrillation with the maximum current (30-40J). In the case of VF, the maximum DC shock strength is immediately applied, with the possibility of polarity changes (3, 4).

For example, the benefit of ICD therapy in patients with ischemic heart disease is directly related to the time from myocardial infarction (MI) to its implantation. DINAMIT trial randomized patients to receive an ICD or standard medical therapy, 4 to 40 days after MI, and it showed no difference in overall mortality between the two treatment groups. This study was in contrast to the majority of prior trials with the patients with an ICD. That included patients with a recent MI (MUSSTT, MADIT II). The dramatic difference in outcomes with an ICD in these studies likely reflects the underlying significance of ventricular arrhythmias after MI. Early after MI, ventricular arrhythmias are surrogate markers of worsening myocardial function, recurrent ischemia, and infarction. By comparison, late ventricular arrhythmias are often related to alterations of the electrophysiological substrate in the setting of compensated heart failure due to scar and re-entry mechanism.

In comparison, those patients who have non-ischemic cardiomyopathy have a benefit of an ICD implantation which depends on time. In the DEFINITE trial, 458 patients with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy were randomized to an ICD versus conventional therapy. In this trial, there was a significant reduction in sudden death and a trend toward a reduction in total mortality. In a substudy of DEFINITE study, the benefit of ICD therapy was seen predominantly in those who had nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy less than 3 months compared to those with longer duration of the disease. The findings of this study were opposite with those in the population with ischemic cardiomyopathy in which the benefit of ICD therapy is seen in late course of the disease (5-8).

Antitachycardia pacing, when appropriately programmed can significantly reduce ICD shocks as well as any reduced quality of life that results from shock therapy. Reduction in shocks has an important role in terms of patient acceptance and potentially the reduction of any deleterious effect of shock therapy. The routine use of ATP for the treatment of VT, including fast VT, should be considered in all patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators. Although there are many ways to program ATP, it is important that the clinicians become familiar with the different algorithms and aspects of programming. The two most commonly applied and studied ATP schemes are burst and rump pacing. Burst pacing is a stimulation pattern whereby a train of pacing pulses is delivered with an equal interstimulus interval. Some manufacturers permit an increased duration of the train with each successive train. Ramp pacing is where the train of pacing pulses have an automatically decrementing interstimulus interval. Initially, avoidance of inappropriate ICD shocks was heralded to improve quality of life and improve device longevity. However, additional studies have shown that these shocks are also significant for both alterations in morbidity and mortality. In both patients who received an ICD for primary or secondary prevention, an inappropriate shock was associated with an increase in total mortality. The most common cause of inappropriate shock was atrial fibrillation, followed by supraventricular tachycardia, and abnormal sensing. The significance of new onset atrial fibrillation after ICD implantation has been investigated as well (7, 9-12).

**Conclusion**

As a conclusion, the use of ICD in primary and secondary prevention of SCD is the most effective therapy in patients with ischemic or non-ischemic cardiomyopathy. Unwanted effects of DC shock as syncope are rare, but the benefits of implanted device outweigh rare occurrence of uncomfortable feeling in patients.
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Iznenadna srčana smrt (SCD) uzrokovana ventrikularnom fibrilacijom (VF) ostaje glavni uzrok smrtnosti u zapadnom svetu. Većina VF i iznenadnih srčanih smrti javljaju se izvan bolnice. Implantacija implantabilnog kardioverter defibrilatora (ICD) potkrepljena je dokazima iz mnogih randomizovanih studija za primarnu i sekundarnu prevenciju iznenadne srčane smrti. Aktuelni ICD-ovi imaju više mogućnosti za poboljšanje dijagnostike, smanjivanje nepotrebnog pejsinga, očuvanje upotrebe energije i pružanje terapije bez bolova, kao što je antitahikardni pejsing (ATP). Najvažnija od gore pomenutih osobina ostaje sposobnost pejsmejkera da prepozna po život opasnu ventrikularnu aritmiju i da je prekinuo šok kao tip terapije ICD.
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